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ABSTRACT
We have developed high energy and high spatial resolution 1D and 2D solid state imaging detectors and their
custom integrated circuits (ICs). Readout ICs are now regarded to be an integral part of position-sensitive
semiconductor detectors, especially for Si and CdZnTe for x-ray and gamma-ray imaging. These detectors have a
1D or 2D structure. The 1D structure types are mostly used for scanning purposes with some staring type imaging
while 2D pixel detectors can be used for both scanning and staring mode imaging applications. Because the
requirements of various detector applications tend to be diverse, a custom IC is typically designed for a specific
detector array. This often lengthens the time and raises the cost of system development. To help close the readout
technology gap and facilitate advances in this field, we have been formulating and implementing strategies for
instrumenting different detectors of a given application category with highly versatile ICs that meet a range of
requirements. The solid-state detectors and their ICs that have been developed within this effort are presented.
Keywords: X-ray detector, Gamma ray detector, Detector readout IC, Front-end electronics IC, Solid state detector,
Imaging detector, Pixel detector, Multichannel mixed signal ASIC

1.

INTRODUCTION

Applications of position-sensitive solid-state radiation detectors have grown rapidly in recent years as a consequence
of parallel advances in detector materials science and low-noise microelectronics design [1], [2]. The sensor and
signal processing components of a detector module have increasingly assumed monolithic forms, i.e., pixel or strip
arrays and multi-channel integrated circuits (ICs), respectively. Whereas the concept for a given detector application
often revolves around the characteristics and capabilities of a sensor array, actualizing an instrument design assumes
that the matching readout electronics are already available or will be developed as part of the program. As such, it
has become generally recognized that readout ICs and their associated support electronics are an essential and
integral part of a detector unit. Ideally, a readout IC would be designed to meet the specific performance
requirements of a given application. Custom chip development can however be a time-consuming, high-risk and
financially onerous undertaking, which most R&D projects cannot afford. Broadening the applicability and
accessibility of readout ICs that do get development funding would therefore benefit manifold efforts to prototype
emerging detector designs. To this end, one could adopt a “generic IC” approach, premised on the fortune of direct
sponsorship that is virtually independent of instrument development. This would proceed by: identifying
commonalities within an application category; defining corresponding generic IC classes; and, developing an IC for
the requirements of each class. More realistically, since most new chip designs are carried out within an application
development program, one could simply expand the features of the application-specific IC (ASIC) in question. This
approach would provide ranges and options for key specifications and accommodate additional functions as far as
technically and logistically reasonable.
We have taken both approaches in developing solid-state detectors with readout ICs. Fig. 1 outlines our IC
development roadmap divided according to detector application class. Under the spectroscopy category is the
RENA™ [3] family of chips. We have developed an all-new “RENA-2/-3” version of this linear multi-channel chip
as a generic IC [8]; a chip named “DANA” with a similar channel design repeated over a two-dimensional (2D)
array has also been fabricated. Each pixel area of DANA contain one channel of a RENA-2/-3 chip. Energy-binning
applications form another important class for which we developed the FESA™ IC [4] and, more recently, the linear
XENA™ [5] and 2D HILDA™ IC. For imaging with high spatial resolution, the third application category, we have
the MARY™ [6], a TDI CCD readout channel array chip which has evolved into MARY-2/-3 and recently into new
MARY-N versions. In the following sections we give brief descriptions of the solid-state detectors with ICs [7].
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Fig. 1. The development roadmap for NOVA’s 1D and 2D imaging solid-state detectors and their custom front-end ICs.

2.

SPECTROSCOPY DETECTORS AND READOUT ASICS

2.1
CdZnTe (CZT) detectors and 1D RENA-3 IC
The RENA-2 and RENA-3 are 36-channel low-noise, self-resetting, charge sensitive amplifier/shaper ICs with
trigger output, wide energy range and sparse readout for use with position-sensitive, spectroscopy-grade detectors.
RENA-3 is recently developed as an improved version of RENA-2 [8]. Their design was based on our experience
with the older RENA (Readout Electronics for Nuclear Applications) chip and the detector application requirements
of RENA users who formed a consortium to support this generic IC development. The breadth of specifications
covered in the RENA-3 design can be gleaned from the detector characteristics gathered in Table 1. Fig. 2 shows a
preliminary 57Co spectrum that has just been acquired with a CZT pixel detector, the RENA-3 chip layout and the
2 x 16 pixel detector used to obtain the spectrum. Fig. 3 shows the linearity curve measured for the RENA-3 chip.
The key features of the chip are gathered in Table 2.
In the 1D detector/ASIC design the detector strips or pixels are connected externally to the readout chip inputs. In
most cases the charge bundles created inside the solid-state detector is transported through traces on a PCB or a
carrier to the inputs of the front-end ASIC. It can be also possible to directly wire bond the detector strips to the IC.
2.2
CdZnTe (CZT) pixel detectors and 2D DANA IC
The DANA IC (Detector Array for Nuclear Applications Integrated Circuit) is a 16 x 16, 500µm pitch array of
channels with a charge sensitive amplifier/shaper, trigger output and sparse readout intended for use in flip-chip
connection with a spectroscopy-grade 2D detector pixel array. It is in effect a 2D incarnation of the RENA-2/-3; it
also takes heritage from an earlier 2D channel array chip developed for x-ray astrophysics [9] and investigated for
use in molecular imaging. The advantages of such a readout channel array include lower input capacitance and
noise, finer pixel pitch, more compact sensor-readout assembly and ease of tiling array units into a large-area 2D
array. On the other hand, its format entails the challenge of fitting complex circuitry of the RENA-2/-3 channel
within each unit cell area, developing the matching detector pixel array, and finding a solution for reliable, high
quality and cost-effective IC-detector bonding.
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In the 2D detector/ASIC design the detector pixels are connected directly onto the readout chip input pixel pads
using a bump bond technique, such as indium, gold stud, solder and Z-Bond bump bond techniques. In this case the
charge bundles created inside the solid-state detector are directly input into the IC’s preamplifier through the bump
bond. This technique results in ultra low input capacitance for small pixel sizes and prevents charge transportation
on a lossy medium such as a PCB.
Co-57 V400 CZT detector #15
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Fig. 2. The Co-57 energy spectrum obtained with a RENA-3 chip and a 2 mm thick 32 pixel (2x16) array CZT detector
with 1x1 mm2 pixel pitch. The CZT detector dimensions were 2x4.5x15.5 mm3 and the bias voltage was -400 V.
The signal was recorded from a single pixel of the detector connected to channel #4 of the RENA-3 chip. The
peaking time was set to 1.9 us. On the right the layout of the RENA-2/-3 chip and the 2x16=32 pixel CZT detector
design are shown.
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Fig. 3. The RENA-3 linearity measurement results using the internal pulse generator built into the RENA-3 Evaluation
System. The measured data are shown with crosses. The solid line represents the best linear fit to the data.
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Table 1. Some of the detector characteristics considered in RENA-2/-3 IC design.
Application
CZT strip detector (anodes)
CZT strip detector (anodes)
CZT strip detector (cathodes)
CZT gamma camera detector
CZT small pixel detectors
Ge detector for astrophysics
Si detector for astrophysics
HgI2 detector
Silicon detector for electrons
Silicon detector for light ions
Large active volume CZT detec.
CZT detector for astrophysics

Full-scale signal
1.33 MeV
1.33 MeV
1.33 MeV
141 keV
1.33 MeV
1 MeV
1.2 MeV
1.5 MeV
300 keV
1.5 MeV
1.33 MeV
1 MeV

Electron. noise, rms
2 keV
1 keV
4 keV
500 eV
1 keV
840 eV
1 keV
Sigma 1 keV
3 - 6 keV
3 - 6 keV
1.25 keV
1 keV

Capacitance
5 pF
0.5 pF
10 pF
4 pF
0.5 pF
10 pF
10 pF
5 pF
20 - 40 pF
10 - 20 pF
3 pF
8 pF

Leakage
5 nA
1 nA
20 nA
2 nA
250 pA
50 pA
1 nA
50-250 pA
6 - 20 nA
6 - 20 nA
5 nA
5 nA

Charge collection
50 ns
50 ns
50 ns, 550 ns
50 ns, 550 ns
50 ns
20 ns
20 ns
40µs peaking time
≈ 1 ns
700 ps
50 ns
50 ns, 550 ns

Table 2. Key features of the RENA-3 IC.
Feature
Signal range
Input polarity
Number of channels
Noise
Noise optimization
DC leakage current
Power consumption
Fast timing output
Channel-to-channel time
difference
Power consumption reduction
Trigger comparator thresholds
Peaking times
High count rates
Key detectable gamma signals
System components
Interface
Readout mode
Deadtime per event
Radiation tolerance

RENA-2/RENA-3 IC
Two externally selectable full-scale ranges; 50 or 250 ke, selectable for each channel
Positive or negative (Selectable channel-by-channel)
36
≤ 112 e RMS and ≤ 280 e RMS, for lower and higher signal ranges, respectively.
Preamps are optimized for 2 pF and 9 pF detector capacitance. (Externally selectable)
Tolerant to detector pixel leakage current ≤ 7 nA.
≤ 6 mW per channel. (Unneeded circuits can be turned off to reduce power consumption.)
≤ 10 ns jitter (For timing and coincidence measurements.)
Used for accurate determination of time difference between ≥ 2 coincident pulses.
Power supply current into the input transistor is adjustable to control power consumption.
Individually adjustable by internal 8 Bit DACs for each channel
0.36 to 38 microseconds in 16 steps
Pole zero cancellation turned on for high count rates. (External ADC mainly limits data
rate.)
14 keV, 60 keV, 122 keV, 141 keV, 511 keV, 662 keV, up to 1.33 MeV
Pipeline A/D converter, FPGA state machine controller, data FIFO
Up to 8 chips can be daisy-chained. Designed for min pin count and support component
count.
A Hit Register is sent out, so that the computer can decide which adjacent channels to
read.
Deadtime is minimized through sparse readout mode using the Hit Register information.
Some radiation tolerance is built in. Also submicron process provides 0.1 to 1 MRad
radiation hardness.

Fig. 4 displays images of the DANA IC layout and fabricated die while Fig. 5 shows the block diagram for a single
signal chain of the chip. The key features of DANA are summarized in Table 3. The first version of the DANA chip
is being evaluated.
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Fig. 4. Layout (left) and photograph (right) of the DANA IC.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram for a single signal chain of the DANA IC.
Table 3. Key features of the DANA IC.
Number of channels:
Frond end:
Input energy ranges:
Input polarity:
Count rate capability:
Gain and offset:
Pulse shaping time:
Input referred noise:
Power consumption:
Data readout:
Daisy chaining:
Die size:

3.

16x16 matrix = 256 channels/pixels, 500µm pitch
Self-resetting charge sensitive amplifiers
≈ 150 keV and 800 keV (Externally selectable)
Positive and negative externally selectable
3
> 400 x10 counts/sec, all channels in parallel
Digitally adjustable for each channel
Selectable, 1 to 4 µs
< 100 e rms
1,500 mW nominal
Controlled by programmable token logic
Up to 16 chips
2
8.575 x 9.535 mm

MULTI ENERGY FAST IMAGING SOLID-STATE DETECTORS

3.1
Fast 1D multi energy imaging CdZnTe (CZT) detectors with XENA IC
The XENA IC (X-ray ENergy-binning Applications) has 32 detector readout channels; the block diagram for one
channel is shown in Fig. 6. The key characteristics of XENA are given in Table 4. Its original target application was
baggage screening, but it can likewise be used in medical imaging and other similar x-ray scanning methods such as
Computed Tomography (CT).
Each XENA channel consists of a shaping amplifier with user-selectable shaping times between 250 ns and 4.0 µs,
followed by a two-stage gain amplifier with adjustable gains and offsets. The amplifier input circuits accept signals
of either polarity. The output signals from each channel are sent to five parallel comparators operating at different
thresholds; the comparator outputs are connected to 16-bit digital counters. The 160 counters on each chip are read
out by shifting a bit through a serial shift register, which causes the corresponding counter to be connected to the
output bus.
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A demonstration of the capabilities of the XENA IC is shown in Fig. 7, which plots the x-ray response of one pixel
in a linear CZT array as a function of photon flux for each of the five energy bins. Fig. 7 also shows photographs of
the chip and the NEXIS™ imaging system developed using the CZT pixel detectors (Fig. 2) and XENA chips. Fig. 8
shows 4 energy bin images produced by a NEXIS system.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram for one channel of the XENA IC showing the 5 energy bins determined by the 5 comparators and
counters. Adjustable self resetting charge sensitive preamplifier allows continuous operation.
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Fig. 7. Typical x-ray response curves obtained at room temperature for pixel number 0 in a 3 mm thick 2 x 16 pixel
array CZT detector (eV PRODUCTS) with the XENA IC, as a function of x-ray flux; the tube voltage was fixed
at160 kVp. Level 0 to Level 4 curves refer to the five bins defined by setting the five thresholds of each XENA
channel at 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 V, respectively, above baseline. Inset: XENA chip wire-bonded in a CQFP
package. On the right 8 CZT pixel detector and 8 XENA chip NEXIS™ imaging system PCB are shown. The
NEXIS PCBs can be mounted next to each other to form long lengths of imaging systems especially suitable for
conveyer mounted multi energy imaging systems.
Table 4. Key features of the XENA IC.
Number of Channels:
Data Readout:
Readout Time:
Counter dynamic range:
Count rate capability:
Energy bins per channel:
Comparator Levels:
Gain and offset:
Input loading capacitance:
Pulse shaping time:
Input energy range:
Input referred noise:
Power consumption:

32 + two test channels
160 counters read out sequentially over 16-bit parallel data bus
≤ 20 µs for all 160 counters
16 bits
6
≈ 2 x 10 counts/second per channel
5 (Thresholds are externally adjustable)
Independent threshold voltages, ≈ 1.5-3.5 V, common to all channels
Digitally adjustable for each channel
3.5 pF optimum
Externally adjustable in two ranges, 250 ns to 4.0 µs
≈ 20-300 keV
≈ 1000 e rms (4.5 keV for CZT)
500 mW nominal
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Fig. 8. Four-energy radiograph of alarm clock acquired using NEXIS™ detector system shown in Fig. 7 above.

3.2
Multi energy fast imaging CZT pixel detector bump bonded onto the 2D HILDA IC
The HILDA IC (Hyperspectral Imaging with Large Detector Arrays) is a 16 x 16, 500µm pitch array of channels
designed for high-rate photon counting and multiple-energy binning up to eight energy bands. Like the DANA, it is
intended for use in flip-chip connection with a matching 2D detector pixel array. Such a 16 x 16, 500µm pitch CZT
pixel array detector. The main applications envisioned for this chip are CT scanning, baggage and munitions
inspection.
Fig. 9 displays the HILDA IC layout and a picture of the fabricated die. The block diagram for a single channel of
the HILDA is similar to that of the XENA (Fig. 6) except that each channel has eight rather than five parallel
comparators and counters. Table 5 summarizes the key features of HILDA IC.
The first version of HILDA IC is being tested at present. The initial results are presented here. The linearity of the
amplifier response as a function of input pulse height was measured with the help of the on-board pulsar and the
chip’s pulse counters. The chip’s six-bit gain DACs were all set to a mid-level setting of 31 in the 600 keV range
setting, the offsets were calibrated to a baseline voltage of 2.5 V. The pulsar amplitude was varied between 5 fC and
20 fC in steps of 5 fC. For each amplitude setting, we varied the comparator threshold voltages in steps of 10 to
20 mV (depending on the amplitude) and counted for 5 ms at each step. From these data we determined, for each
cell, the threshold at which the number of counts had fallen to half the value expected from the pulse frequency,
using linear interpolation between the nearest steps. The differences between these voltages and 2.5 V were taken as
the amplifiers’ output amplitudes. This approach yields better and more relevant results than determining the signal
amplitudes at the analog test output by observing them on an oscilloscope, for example. The results, just like the
offset measurements discussed above, show very good linearity. In the electronic version of this document, the file
can be accessed through the link below. Fig. 10 displays the results for cells 0 to 127 of the chip. Also all pulse
counters on the chip – eight per cell, or 2048 total – were tested for their functionality they were all performing well
fully meeting the specifications.

iI11jJiiD]
Fig. 9. From left layout, photograph of the die, photograph of the chip mounted inside the CQFP package and mounted onto
the evaluation system daughter card with a CZT pixel detector bump bonded on top of the HILDA IC.
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Table 5. Key features of the HILDA IC.
Number of channels:

16x16 matrix (256 channels/pixels), 500µm pitch

Frond end:

Self resetting preamplifier for continuous operation

Input energy range:

≈ 200 or 600 keV (CZT) maximum

Input polarity:

Negative

Count rate capability:

≈ 5 x10 counts/sec-channel

Energy bins per channel:

8 (Thresholds are externally adjustable)

6

Gain and offset:

Digitally adjustable for each channel

Input loading capacitance:

0.5pF optimum

Charge collection:

50-100 ns

Input referred noise:

< 200 e rms

Die size:

8.575 x 9.535 mm
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Fig. 10 shows the x-ray response as a function of x-ray flux from five pixels of a 3 mm thick CZT detector that was
flip-chip bonded to a HILDA IC. The detector was biased to 500 V. The x-ray source voltage was 160 kV. Before
acquiring the data, the offset DACs of the HILDA amplifiers were calibrated to align the baseline voltages for all
256 cells. The comparator threshold for the counters shown here was set to ~35 keV. Data for all the channels were
plotted. In Fig. 10 linearity curves for the first 128 channels/pixels are shown.
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Fig. 10. Output amplitude as a function of input pulse height for test pulses applied to cells 0 to 127 of HILDA D17.
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HILDA chip is tested for its response to x-ray flux. The test system was placed in the beam of NOVA’s 160 kV xray generator and the tube voltage was set to 160 kVp. Threshold voltages were set to 2.30 V and 2.20 V, that is,
0.1 V and 0.2 V below the baseline. Count rates were measured for 10 ms count periods as a function of x-ray tube
currents. Count rates were stable and increased linearly until pile up started to become important. The high-flux
response as a function of x-ray tube current for the comparators/counters associated with the two lowest-level
comparators of cell 122 is shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. High-flux response as a function of x-ray tube current for the counters associated with the two lowest-level
comparators of cell 122.

4.

HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION IMAGING

4.1
High resolution imaging CZT pixel detectors mounted onto MARY-2 and MARY-3 ICs
Like the original MARY IC (MAmmogRaphY) [6], MARY-2 is a solid-state pixel detector readout chip with a 192
x 384 array of 50 x 50 micron (MARY-3 is 64 x 192 array of 100 x 100 micron pitch) pixels operated in current
mode with TDI using CCD charge transfer technique. The test results and images produced using the original
MARY Si, CdTe and CdZnTe pixel detectors has been published previously [6]. The solid state detector, such as
silicon or GaAs PIN photodiode array, CdTe, or CdZnTe (CZT) can be bump bonded onto the MARY-2/-3 chip. It
is also possible to deposit detector material uch as amorphous Se or PbI2 on top of the chip. This technique can
reduce cost significantly. The basic element of the array is a TDI group of eight pixels. Charge is integrated through
eight shifts of position and then presented to an output buffer through a multiplexer and eventually to the external
system. This accumulate-and-shift operation occurs continuously.
These chips also have staring imaging mode. In this mode the full chip is read out without TDI, which can be used
to produce staring images of objects and it is also useful in testing, calibrating and monitoring the chip and the solid
state pixel detector mounted on top.
The standard features of the MARY-2 and MARY-3 chips are shown in Table 6. Fig. 12 shows a photograph of a
fabricated MARY die and the MARY-2 layout. MARY-3 layout is shown in Fig. 13. These chips are being tested
and evaluated at present.
Table 6. Key features of the MARY-2 and MARY-3 ICs.
Readout
Pixel Pitch
Pixel Array Size
Dynamic Range
Noise
Clock Drivers
Test Input
Overflow
TDI
Input

Selectable on chip TDI using CCD technique for charge transfer or staring mode imaging.
50x50 and 100x100 µm2 for MARY-2 and MARY-3, respectively.
192x384 and 64x192 for MARY-2 and MARY-3, respectively.
≥ 16 Bit
Designed for low noise. (Not yet measured)
Internal or External
Fat Zero
Overflow Controlled
8 or 24 Independent Readout Taps for MARY-3 and MARY-2, respectively.
Optimized for electron collection for detectors such as CZT and Se.
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Fig. 13. Layout of MARY-3 IC.
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5.

SUMMARY

We have sought to broaden the usefulness of ASICs that we develop by expanding the features of a dedicated chip
within its application development program. In parallel, we foresee that classes of IC designs can be defined and
implemented according to application type. Direct support for the development of such “generic” readout IC
solutions would benefit the radiation detector R&D community by reducing time and cost for prototyping new,
advanced instrumentation concepts. The resulting generic designs can provide excellent starting points for more
application-optimized and/or lower-cost versions of the readout chips.
The ICs described in this paper are either immediately available for evaluation (RENA-3 and XENA) or presently
undergoing characterization (DANA, HILDA, MARY-2, MARY-3). NOVA welcomes all opportunities for
collaboration to fully exploit the capabilities of its integrated readout electronics and hasten the development of
emerging detector applications.
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